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Flow diversion devices have generally been successful in the treatment of intracranial 

aneurysms. While these low porosity, stent-like devices are widely accepted as safe for use 

in the anterior circulation, clinicians have differing opinions on their suitability for cases 

in the posterior circulation. Most agree that the slower flow rates and reduced pressure 

gradients encountered in these vessels generally render them more susceptible to ischemia, 

infarction or perforator occlusion post-implantation. Some hypothesize that the increased 

incidence of these complications is also related to the higher likelihood that multiple 

devices are used in these regions, effectively lowering the aggregate porosity and reducing 

blood flow to the surrounding tissue as well as branching arteries. At the root of this 

problem, clinicians may be exacerbating challenging anatomical and physiological 

conditions for device deployment by trying to mitigate unwanted effects associated with 

the device’s braid-based design (e.g. poor wall apposition, foreshortening, etc.). Herein we 

demonstrate the potential for a novel microfabricated, solid construct balloon-deployable 
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flow diverter for such geometries and conditions. Computational and experimental models 

suggest the potential for such treatment, noting an average intra-aneurysmal velocity 

reduction of 86% and  88% ± 4% (n=3), respectively and reductions in average wall shear 

stress of 87% and 88% ± 4% (n=3). Experimental models showed agreement with 

computational models with the model’s predictive metrics for aneurysm occlusion falling 

within the 95% confidence interval for the experiments. 
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1.1. Stroke Pathology and Epidemiology 

 

In 2008, Stroke was the fourth leading cause of death in the United States, accounting for 

approximately 138,000 deaths a year (Roger et al., 2012). Within this general 

classification, conditions can be broken down into two main subtypes: ischemic and 

hemorrhagic, with the former comprising approximately 87% of all cases and the latter 

comprising the remainder. Although hemorrhagic stroke is less prevalent, it is significantly 

more deadly, with over a third of all cases associated with mortality and another third 

associated with significant morbidity. In many ways this is due to the mechanism of action 

for each type. Ischemic strokes arise from a blockage of the neurovasculature, which 

prevents blood flow from delivering nutrients to the surrounding brain tissue. Because of 

the systemic nature of the issue, less targeted treatment approaches (e.g. tPA injections) 

have had great success in improving patient outcomes. In contrast, hemorrhagic strokes 

refer to pathologies associated with internal intracranial bleeding, typically brought on by 

the rupture of weakened vessel walls at sites of localized dilations in arteries; termed 

intracranial aneurysms. Intracranial aneurysms are relatively common, with estimates of 

incidence ranging from 4% - 6% of the population (Keedy, 2006) . The presence of an 

aneurysm in itself isn’t intrinsically very harmful, however the potential for severe 

outcomes associated with rupture is the main cause of concern. The remote anatomic 

location of these pathologies in combination with the highly-localized treatment-site has 

historically been the cause of poor prognoses, even for patients in whom aneurysms have 

been discovered before rupture. For the majority of the time, the surgical solution to 

treating these disease-states was predicated upon a highly-invasive, direct-access approach 
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(e.g. craniotomy). However, minimally-invasive techniques (i.e. endovascular 

catheterization) have begun to challenge the established paradigm as this underlying 

clinical need continues to drive innovative approaches to improve treatment options and 

expand the eligible patient population. To this end, the aim of this work centers on the 

development of a next-gen minimally-invasive device, intended for the endovascular 

treatment of unruptured intracranial aneurysms. 

 

1.2. Neurovascular Anatomy 

1.2.1. Circle of Willis 

The Circle of Willis refers to the vascular structure at the base of the brain where the major 

blood-supplying neuro-arteries meet.  This structure is significant to clinicians for several 

reasons. Firstly, due to the pressure and velocity gradients present in the vasculature arising 

from this structure, it is frequently the site of intracranial aneurysms, as evidence suggests 

that asymmetry in this structure could be a driver of imbalanced hemodynamic factors 

leading to aneurysm formation (Kayembe, Sasahara, & Hazama, 1984). Secondly, for 

patients in which there is a complete and symmetric Circle of Willis, there exists a source 

of collateral circulation from anterior to posterior. Patients with this entire structure are 

therefore more insulated against ischemia due to procedural complications. For these 

reasons, the constituent arteries of the Circle of Willis (anterior/posterior 

cerebral/communicating, internal carotid, and basilar) are often used as the basis of 

physiological models.  
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1.2.2. Morphological Characteristics of Aneurysms 

The flow characteristics and clinical indications of intracranial aneurysms depend heavily 

on their physical and geometric characteristics. The general morphology of an aneurysm 

can be classified as one of two major types; saccular or fusiform. Saccular aneurysms, in 

which a localized point dilation occurs at a vessel sidewall, make up about 90% of all 

diagnoses. (Keedy, 2006) The remainders are generally fusiform or dissecting, in which a 

vessel segment experiences a full circumferential dilation. When selecting amongst 

available treatment options, clinicians consider a variety of metrics deriving from 

aneurysm geometry. Neck size, Dome Height, and the Dome-to-Neck ratio are amongst 

the most common of these.  This last metric has become especially important in selecting 

amongst the available minimally-invasive treatment options, the majority of which are 

deployed into the aneurysm sac. As this figure approaches 1, the aneurysm morphology 

approaches a perfect hemisphere in which there exists no “shoulder” upon which an intra-

saccular device would rest.  Clinicians therefore rely heavily on this measure for predicting 

the success of such devices. Aneurysms in which this ratio is smaller than 2 are typically 

termed “wide-necked” and the degree to which this morphological characteristic is present 

is highly correlated with outcome (DEBRUN et al., 1998). 

 

1.2.3.  Biology of the Artery/Pathology of Aneurysm Tissue 

In general, healthy arteries are composed of three main layers of tissue; the tunica intima, 

the tunica media and the tunica adventia. The intima contains a monolayer of endothelial 

cells (EC’s) on a specialized extracellular matrix of collagen IV fibrils referred to as the 
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basement membrane. EC’s are in direct contact with blood flow and as such are heavily 

involved in signaling complexes and sensing of the various mechanical (e.g. fluid shear) 

and chemical (e.g. NO) cues present in the bloodstream. The foreign-body response 

associated with the implantation of intravascular devices is often initiated by inflammation 

incurred when this layer is disrupted (Libby & Simon, 2001). The tunica media consists of 

Smooth Muscle Cells (SMC’s) adhered to an ECM of elastin. This layer gives the vessel 

wall structural integrity and is also involved with mechanical adaptive responses in 

signaling complexes with EC’s (e.g. vasodilation, vasoconstriction). The tunica externa is 

the outermost layer and contains additional collagen fibrils and an elastic lamina.  

 

1.3. Current State of the Art in Hemorrhagic Stroke Prevention 

1.3.1. History of  Treatment Options 

The surgical treatment of intracranial aneurysms is nearly eighty years old, with the first 

case reported by Walter Dandy in 1938. In this work Dr. Dandy described a frontotemporal 

approach to directly access an aneurysm arising out of the posterior communicating artery. 

In order to exclude the thin-walled dilation from the circulation, Dr. Dandy placed a 

malleable V-shaped hemostatic clip across the neck and deformed it shut (Dandy, 1938). 

From this general approach, the first generation of medical devices for aneurysm treatment 

was born. Since their inception eight decades ago, aneurysm clips have undergone 

significant development: from the inclusion of springs for an elasticity-based closing 

mechanism, to the addition of serrated teeth on the clip faces for greater mechanical 

purchase. In many regards, surgical clipping is still viewed as the treatment option of 
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choice, as it’s been shown in the long-term to be highly effective against poor outcomes 

such as aneurysm re-bleeding (Mitchell, et al. 2008). However, more recent developments 

in device technology have threatened to upset this traditional framework.  

 

1.3.2. Current State of the Art in Minimally Invasive Devices 

The highly invasive nature of performing a craniotomy had previously meant that surgical 

intervention for aneurysm treatment would require significant recovery times and exclude 

a large portion of the patient population based on anatomic location. These issues have 

largely been addressed by the advent of the Seldinger technique (Seldinger, 1953) and its 

development into what’s now commonly referred to as endovascular catheterization. In this 

approach, a catheter is percutaneously introduced into the vasculature, typically via the 

superficial femoral artery. Once inside the lumen, the catheter is navigated through the 

vasculature to the treatment site, under the guidance of an accompanying imaging 

technique (typically fluoroscopy). Once at the intended location, the hollow catheter lumen 

can be utilized to deliver drugs or devices directly to the treatment site. The success of this 

technique has drastically reduced procedural intrusiveness and enabled entirely new classes 

of devices. One of the first of these to gain popularity is the Guglielmi embolic coil. This 

device is typically composed of a long wire which is heat-set to a pre-determined, basket-

like shape. Using the endovascular approach, this wire is navigated to the site of an 

aneurysm and deployed into the aneurysm sac. Once in contact with fluid at body 

temperature, the wire begins to return to its original shape, ultimately forming a dense 

webbing within the aneurysm sac. This structure serves to exclude the interior wall of the 
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aneurysm from the shear stress of blood flow in the parent artery and to form a pro-

thrombotic scaffold, eventually resulting in the complete exclusion of the aneurysm from 

the circulation (Strother, 2001). 

 

1.3.3. Current State of the Art in Flow Diversion Devices 

The few flow diverters that are currently on the market are of some variation of the braided 

design pioneered by the Pipeline Embolization Device. This device consists of a dense 

braid made from 30-micron diameter wires held in place at the proximal and distal ends by 

removable components on the delivery wire, termed the “bumper” and “capture coil” 

respectively. In contrast to predicate devices, which are generally deployed into the 

aneurysm sac, a flow diversion device is intended to be deployed into the segment of parent 

artery from which the aneurysm arises. The mechanism by which flow diverters reduce the 

risk of aneurysm rupture is multi-faceted and can be thought of as occurring in three distinct 

stages: flow disruption, transient thrombosis, and neointimal remodeling. 

The first and most immediate effect is a disruption of flow. The low porosity of the device 

alters the local fluid velocity profile so that flow largely passes longitudinally through the 

device rather than radially into the aneurysm sac. However, that the device is porous is 

itself significant, as this is the basis for maintaining patency in perforating arteries and 

allowing nutrient transfer across the tissue in contact with the device.  

The second stage of flow diversion is aneurysm occlusion. After intra-aneurysmal blood 

flow is sufficiently disturbed, a thrombus begins to form in the aneurysm sac. During this 
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stage, a patient’s presenting symptoms may appear to worsen due to mass effects or the 

expression of inflammatory cytokines associated with thrombosis and disturbed flow 

(Berge, Tourdias, Moreau, Barreau, & Dousset, 2011; D Fiorella et al., 2009; Pober & 

Sessa, 2007). Total occlusion of flow should occur on the order of days to weeks, and 

inflammatory symptoms typically subside as the aneurysm thromboses completely. 

The last stage can be considered the biological integration of the device. When the 

aneurysm is completely occluded from flow, the device mesh acts a scaffold for 

endothelialization to occur. After a period on the order of months, this newly formed 

intimal layer bridges the proximal and distal segments surrounding the aneurysm neck. At 

the completion of this process, the thrombosed aneurysm is completely excluded from the 

circulation by healthy tissue. This newly quiescent endothelium, well-known to 

constitutively express anti-thrombotic factors, will ultimately dissolve the thrombus and 

resorb the aneurysm (D Fiorella et al., 2009; Martin, Murphy, & Cummins, 2013). Follow-

up angiograms are frequently indistinguishable from those of a healthy native vasculature. 

This design represents a significant departure from that of conventional stents which are 

generally laser-cut from one solid piece of Nitinol or Stainless Steel tubing. These 

variations in design and manufacture give rise to a pattern of deformation which is often at 

the root of clinical complications. In contrast to traditional stents which are typically 

radially compressed for endovascular delivery, a commercial flow diverter is stretched 

lengthwise to reduce its diameter. When sheathed in this manner, the device elongates up 

to two and a half times its free length (Lylyk et al., 2009). It is then deployed using the 
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bumper to push it out. The inward lengthwise displacement that accommodates the device’s 

radial expansion, termed “foreshortening”, can be a cause of device migration post-

implantation if sufficient vessel wall apposition is not achieved (Fischer et al., 2012). 

Moreover, successful deployment does not ensure device stability as variations in arterial 

diameter, tortuosity and morphology can cause residual longitudinal forces which may later 

contribute to the device dislodging. While initial clinical studies have shown efficacy in 

placement, more recent longitudinal studies suggest migration could be a cause of concern 

in the long-term (N Chalouhi et al., 2013; Fargen, Velat, Lawson, Mocco, & Hoh, 2012; 

McAuliffe et al., 2012) 

Device mechanics are also closely intertwined with the resultant hemodynamics. The low 

porosity of the device alters the local fluid shear profile to prevent high-shear flow from 

entering the aneurysm sac. However, that the device is porous is itself significant, as this 

is the basis for maintaining patency in perforating arteries which experience a pressure 

gradient between the implant’s luminal and abluminal side. Thus porosity is a value which 

must be optimized for the particular environment. Yet, porosity is also a function of 

localized implant geometry, and is therefore also impacted by placement. Because of this, 

foreshortening that doesn’t result in migration can still have deleterious effects on flow 

diversion (Shapiro, Raz, Becske, & Nelson, 2013a).  

Lastly, this device, like most commercial devices, induces post-implantation inflammation 

on varying time scales. This is one reason for its co-indication for use with dual antiplatelet 

therapies (DAPT) for a period that is variable and potentially unending (Lylyk et al., 2009). 

This dependence on a drug co-therapy confounds the device’s efficacy with variability in 
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patient compliance (Mauri et al., 2010), renders patients for whom DAPT is 

contraindicated ineligible, and still increases the risk of major bleeding in those deemed 

able to tolerate it (“Effects of Clopidogrel in Addition to Aspirin in Patients with Acute 

Coronary Syndromes without ST-Segment Elevation,” 2001). Endothlelialization of the 

device is a promising mechanism for reducing its thrombogenic potential. Recent studies 

which confirm that endothelial bridging is largely driven by inward endothelial cell (EC) 

migration/proliferation rather than the adhesion of endothelial progenitor cells (EPC’s), 

also suggest that macroscale characteristics such as wall apposition have consequences for 

the microscale biological mechanisms that drive device integration (Kadirvel et al., 2014). 

These observations have motivated the development of a solid-construct flow diversion 

device, with the intent of reducing these harmful mechanical properties (e.g. 

foreshortening, malapposition, etc.) 

1.4. Scope of this Work 

 

This first effort demonstrates the potential for inducing intra-aneurysmal flow reduction on 

a scale comparable to that of commercial devices. Furthermore this is accomplished by 

utilizing a design and fabrication technique which has previously been shown to enable the 

monolithic integration of macroscale structural elements with rationally designed sub-

micron surface topography. Within these previous studies it has been demonstrated that 

this surface topography has the potential for accelerating endothelial migration and 

proliferation (S. Gott, 2014). As recent studies have suggested that endothelialization may 

be a more important mechanism for aneurysm occlusion than transient thrombosis, it 

suggests the potential for improving the biocompatibility of these devices via surface 
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topography. This work therefore represents a first step toward the longer-term, overarching 

goal of developing a multi-scale architecture in which mechanical cues are optimized on 

several length-scales to enrich the local hemodynamic niche in such a means as to 

accelerate aneurysm occlusion and resorption. A secondary long-term objective is to 

extend previous studies of cell-substrate interactions in static culture into a more 

physiologically-relevant, three dimensional context where apical cues (i.e. fluid shear) are 

simultaneously present. The results of these studies may lead to a better understanding of 

cell-substrate interactions in the context of thrombosis.   
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2.1. Introduction 

 

All important materials and characterization tools are outlined within this section with an 

introduction outlining their importance to this work. More information relating to the 

specific implementation of these tools/materials within this work can be found in the 

appendix. 

2.2. Titanium 

Titanium (Ti) has found wide use as a biomaterial and is already heavily employed in the 

design of dental implants, orthopedics and pacemakers. This is largely owed to its ability 

to grow native surface oxides on the order of 2-6 nm thick, which serves several purposes. 

Of most relevance to vascular devices is this oxide’s impact on the free surface energy, 

which in effect reduces the energetic favorability for thrombogenic events such as platelet 

adhesion (Jantzen, Achneck, & Truskey, 2013).  This material’s limited utilization in 

endovascular applications is therefore more likely due to its macroscale mechanical 

properties than characteristics intrinsic to its chemistry, as evidenced by the rise of the 

superalloy NiTiNol. Currently, a majority of neurovascular stents opt to utilize this alloy, 

which combines titanium with near-equiatomic amounts of Nickel; well-known to initiate 

toxic and immunologic effects (Assad, Lemieux, Rivard, & Yahia, 1999; Shabalovskaya, 

2002). Despite these concerns, Nitinol has the unique and attractive properties of 

supelasticity and tunable thermal shape-memory actuation across a range of temperatures 

typically encountered in the human body. After machining, these devices are typically 

made more biologically tolerable by immersing them in acids to induce the growth of oxide 
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films, in a process referred to as passivation. A device which can accommodate similar 

amounts of strain while intrinsically possessing this biocompatible barrier may represent a 

more elegant solution for this class of device. An aim of this work, therefore, is to extend 

the application of titanium into the endovascular space by increasing the amount of 

macroscale deformation it can tolerate via ordered micron-scale designs. 

 

2.3. Lithography 

In general, subtractive micromachining techniques use a lithographic approach to material 

removal. In this approach, a desired pattern is defined on a substrate and the exposed 

material is removed by chemical or physical means.  Photolithography is the most 

commonly employed of these techniques.  Using this method, a substrate is coated with 

photoresist (PR); a photosensitive polymer which is exposed to a high-energy light source 

(typically UV) through a mask which contains the desired pattern. These substances are 

tuned to the wavelength of the light source such that excitation causes either cross-linking 

or scission of the polymer chains in the exposed areas. Resists which undergo cross-linking 

upon exposure are referred to as “negative” resists, while resists in which exposure results 

in polymer chain scission are referred to as “positive”.  After exposure the substrate is 

immersed in a developer solution. In positive resists, the exposed region becomes soluble 

in this solution whereas the effect of exposure is opposite for negative resists. After 

development, the substrate, now with the pattern defined, can be exposed to etch media in 

order to transfer the pattern down into the substrate. Typically these etching solutions are 

chosen to preferentially remove the substrate material while minimizing the amount of 
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photoresist removed. This proportion of substrate-to-PR removal is referred to as the mask 

selectivity and is an important parameter in MEMS process development.  

  

2.4. Deposition 

While lithographic patterning is often done by applying photoresist directly onto the 

substrate, its use is typically restricted to more shallow etches. As this work deals with the 

through-etching of bulk titanium on the order of 100um, PR selectivities are insufficient. 

For deeper etches, a “hard mask” is often employed. In this technique, an etch-resistant 

film is deposited onto a substrate before lithographic patterning. The substrate and PR are 

first exposed to an etch medium preferential to the thin film in order to transfer the pattern 

from the PR into the hard mask. Subsequently, the substrate and hard mask are exposed to 

an etch medium preferential to the substrate to transfer the mask pattern down through the 

bulk of the material. There are varying methods of depositing these thin films which 

typically utilize some physical or chemical means of doing so. The most prevalent of these 

techniques is some form of chemical vapor deposition (CVD). In the most simplistic 

implementation of this method, the mask layer forms by bringing the substrate into contact 

with a gaseous or vaporized reagent which, upon reaction, results in the formation of a film 

of the desired chemistry.  This purely chemical process has been improved upon by the 

employment of plasma-aided techniques. In Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition 

(PECVD) the gaseous reagent is ionized, and capacitively coupled to the substrate. The 

plasma, which is formed by stripping electrons from the gaseous molecules, contains 

positively-charged ions which are attracted to the negatively charged substrate in a highly 
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directional manner. This anisotropy greatly reduces the amount of imperfections (e.g. 

pinholes) in the film and increases uniformity (Liu, 2000).  In the context of hard masks, 

this is important for complete pattern transfer and improved selectivity. This mechanism 

for deposition is further enhanced by placing entire reaction within an induction coil. 

Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) PECVD utilizes a more uniform electric field, which 

creates a denser plasma, and in turn allows for deposition processes at lower temperatures.  

As a result, these processes enable even greater mask film quality and reduce the residual 

stresses across the interface due to mismatches in the coefficient of thermal expansion. This 

latter improvement is significant because residual stresses impose a limit on the film 

thickness which can be deposited. Since this work is enabled by the through-etching of 

bulk titanium, it has therefore required relatively thick masks with high selectivity. Using 

ICP PECVD we’ve been able to deposit films of SiO2 at thicknesses of 4.7 um, which have 

shown a selectivity on the order of (30-36):1 Ti:SiO2; enabling the through-etching of 

titanium foils on the order of 100s of microns (S. Gott, 2014). 

 

2.5. Reactive Ion Etching 

 

Similar to PECVD, Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) uses an ionized gas to induce reactions 

with the surface of a substrate. In contrast, these plasma species react in such a manner as 

to remove material rather than adsorbing onto the workpiece surface. While anisotropy is 

similarly achieved using charge coupling between the plasma and workpiece, in RIE 

processes the substrate is significantly more negatively charged. As a consequence, the 

positively-charged gaseous ions accelerate toward the substrate and remove material by a 
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physical means (i.e. dislodging due to impingement) as well a chemical means. The 

directionality of this process is also enhanced by the use of electromagnetic induction to 

create the plasma.  This denser plasma, containing more ions, enables a higher number of 

collisions with the substrate surface per unit time and therefore increases the etch rate and 

allows for deeper penetration. These enhanced capabilities are critical to the through-

etching of bulk titanium, and ICP Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) has been employed 

to create the designs in bulk titanium described in this work.  

 

2.6. Device Characterization 

 

Flow diverters are different from conventional stents in that successful treatment is 

indicated not only by arterial lumen patency, but additionally by a marked alteration to 

local hemodynamics. These flows are complex and dynamic, involving both chemical and 

mechanical stimuli. As this work deals with the development of a first-generation device, 

characterization has centered on the large-scale fluid mechanical alterations induced by 

device implantation.  

 

2.6.1. Computational Fluid Dynamics 

 

In order to inform our design and expedite future improvement efforts, Computational 

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models were developed and experimentally validated in this work. 

As with a majority of numerical techniques, these models proceed by discretizing and 

solving coupled systems of intractable partial differential equations to some arbitrary 

amount of precision.  In order to be solvable, these models require boundary conditions, 

and equations that describe the behavior of fluids within the solution domain. The goal of 
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these solutions is to spatially describe the fluid velocity everywhere in the domain. One of 

the most commonly used ways of describing this local velocity is in terms of the sum of a 

dissipative diffusion due to its viscosity and the remaining potential energy (i.e. pressure). 

Most solvers utilize the Navier-Stokes equations; which assume the momentum of the fluid 

is conserved everywhere.  The fluid domain is typically then discretized using the Finite 

Volume Method. In this technique, a continuous domain is discretized to an arbitrary 

amount of precision. The momentum equations are then solved for each element and 

conservation is applied at each finite volume boundary using the divergence theorem. An 

initial condition is applied, and the entire domain is solved. This process is iterated using 

each previous state to guide the current estimate and the residual error between iterations 

is calculated.  For a well-posed problem, this term should approach zero in the limit, 

although in practicality when this value reaches a predefined, sufficiently small value, the 

solution is considered to be “converged”. Solution convergence is not necessarily an 

indicator of the model’s application to real-world physics and the appropriate value for 

convergence tolerance varies by application. Flow regime and length-scale should both be 

considered when defining this parameter. 

 

2.6.2. Particle Image Velocimetry 

 

Particle Image Velocimetry can be considered the experimental analog to CFD in that it is 

also utilized to generate velocity vector fields with high spatial resolution. In this technique 

a fluid is seeded with neutrally-buoyant microparticles which either emit or scatter light 

from an applied light source. A flow is applied, and the trajectories of particles are captured 
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using a high-speed camera. Since the frame rate is known, the trajectories of these particles 

can be used to determine local velocities using a technique borrowed from signal 

processing. Each frame of this video can be thought of a two dimensional matrix of light 

intensities with peaks at particle locations. For analysis, this frame is subdivided into 

regions termed “interrogation windows”. Each of these windows contains a distinct light 

intensity signature which, in the presence of flow, ideally is not altered in scale or shape, 

but instead is translated some distance within the interrogation window. In order to 

determine the displacement for each interrogation frame, the cross-correlation of two 

subsequent frames at the same location is calculated. This value is computed as the integral 

of the dot product of both the original and time-lagged signal across all possible 

displacements within the interrogation window. At the true displacement of the particles, 

the signals are most closely in-phase and their summation is therefore most additive. For 

this reason, the resultant cross-correlation signal has a maximum peak whose distance from 

(0,0) represents the displacement of the interrogation window (M. Raffel, C. Willert, S. 

Werely, 2007).  In order for this cross-correlation technique to work, the original signal 

peaks should be well-defined, easily distinguished from background noise, and undergo a 

sufficient but not excessive displacement between subsequent frames. For this this reason, 

particle seeding concentration, frame rate, flow regime, light intensity, and magnification 

factor are all important parameters to consider when developing an experiment.   
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3. DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION OF FIRST-GENERATION TITANIUM 

FLOW DIVERSION DEVICE 
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3.1. Introduction 

 

In 2008, stroke was the fourth leading cause of death in the United States. Hemorrhagic 

subtypes, typically arising from the rupture of intracranial aneurysms, comprised 

approximately an eighth of all cases with the remainder being ischemic. Despite their 

reduced prevalence, hemorrhagic stokes are significantly more deadly; with a mortality 

rate of approximately a third, and significant morbidity associated with an additional third 

of all cases (Roger et al., 2012). The remote location of these pathologies has historically 

required a highly invasive treatment approach (i.e. craniotomy) but the past three decades 

have seen promising developments in minimally invasive approaches (i.e. endovascular 

catheterization). For the majority of this time, embolic coils have represented the gold-

standard in minimally invasive aneurysm treatment. These devices typically consist of a 

densely packed scaffold of wires deployed into the aneurysm sac in order to occlude it from 

flow and promote intra-aneurysmal thrombosis. In spite of the success of this technique, 

its indication for use is limited by morphological characteristics and the procedure is often 

associated with complications due to the development of a persistent thrombus (e.g. 

sustained mass effect, re-bleeding) (Mitchell et al., 2008) . More recently, the advent of 

Flow Diverters (FD’s) has shown the potential for treating a wider patient segment with a 

smaller range of complications. These densely braided, stent-like, mesh cylinders are 

deployed across the neck of an aneurysm in the parent artery in order to occlude flow from 

entering the aneurysm sac and act as a scaffold for neointimal growth. This is enabled by 

a much higher degree of metal coverage at the vessel wall when compared against 

conventional vascular stents (~30% vs. ~7% respectively)(Lylyk et al., 2009). However, 
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this new class of device also has its own unique set of complications. These devices are 

typically dependent upon a braiding-based fabrication method which gives rise to 

mechanical properties often at the root of adverse clinical outcomes related to placement 

and wall apposition. In order to be delivered, commercial flow-diverters are sheathed by 

elongating up to 250% longitudinally, and will experience a similar degree of 

foreshortening in order to return the device to its free length after deployment. In tortuous 

anatomy, this can be a cause of complication, most dangerously delayed device migration 

(N Chalouhi et al., 2013; David Fiorella, Hsu, Woo, Tarr, & Nelson, 2010; Velat et al., 

2012). Similarly, the axial displacement that accommodates externally applied radial loads 

can be a cause of poor wall apposition across aneurysms whose proximal and distal arterial 

segments (termed “landing zones”) have large differences in diameter (Shapiro, Raz, 

Becske, & Nelson, 2013b). In the anterior circulation, a common solution is to “telescope” 

multiple devices into each other to bridge particularly challenging geometries. However, 

this practice is generally not considered suitable for the posterior circulation, where the 

combination of a reduced aggregate porosity and decreased flow rate can lead to 

complications such as ischemia and perforator occlusion (Albuquerque et al., 2014; 

Siddiqui et al., 2012). Attempts have been made to address these mechanical issues using 

procedural workarounds (e.g. using balloons intraluminally to enhance wall apposition)  as 

well as in iterations of the initial design (Nohra Chalouhi et al., 2014; Ma, You, Byrne, & 

Rizkallah, 2014). A notable example of this latter solution is a dual-layer “stent-within-a-

stent” architecture, which employs an inner macrostructure to provide sufficient radial 

force, and a finer, lower porosity outer-layer intended to induce the flow diversion effect 
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(Poncyljusz, Sagan, Safranow, & Rać, 2013).  This approach in particular demonstrates a 

need to develop designs at a smaller length-scale, and to more seamlessly incorporate them 

into larger-scale structural elements than is currently possible using conventional 

techniques. This motivates our work to explore the potential for the monolithic integration 

of multiple length scales; enabled by a groundbreaking microfabrication technique 

borrowed from semiconductor manufacture and adapted to titanium; a well-understood 

biomaterial (Parker, Thibeault, Aimi, Rao, & MacDonald, 2005). New studies which 

propose that more ordered pore structures may be able to produce comparable amounts of 

flow diversion at higher porosities, also suggest that a microfabricated flow diverter may 

be suitable for use in the posterior circulation where anatomy is more sensitive to this 

parameter (Pierre Bouillot et al., 2014).  Previously we’ve reported on the mechanical 

characterization of balloon-deployable microfabricated titanium stents for the related 

application of coronary stenting (S. C. Gott, Jabola, Xu, & Rao, 2012), and herein we 

present initial findings on the potential for using this technique for flow diversion devices. 

 

3.2. Materials and Methods  

 

3.2.1. Flow Diverter Design 

 

Fig. 1 outlines the design parameters for our novel solid-construct flow diverter. This 

design has been chosen to match the porosity and pore gap sizes of commercially-available 

flow diverters while being machined out of a solid construct (roughly 70% and 300-400um 

respectively).  This design is fundamentally enabled by the TIDE (Titanium Inductively-

Coupled Deep Etching) fabrication process, and demonstrates over an order of magnitude  
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increase in machining resolution from the current state-of-the-art in techniques for 

subtractive manufacturing of intravascular devices (e.g. laser-cutting with a minimum spot 

size of 25um). Moreover, because this technique reduces slag and minimize the heat-

affected zone to negligible amounts, it eliminates subsequent process-steps typically 

required to make devices atraumatic (e.g. electropolishing). As a result, the TIDE process 

allows for the batch-scale fabrication of solid-construct FD’s with micron-scale resolution 

and, consequently, the first balloon-deployable FD produced via subtractive machining. 
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Figure 1: a) Typical commercially-available flow diverter geometry; b) Proposed 

solid-construct flow diverter geometry 
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3.2.2. Flow Diverter Fabrication, Deployment 

Double-side polished, 80-um thick, Grade 1 commercially-pure Ti foil substrates (99.6% 

Ti, Tokyo Stainless Grinding Co.) were prepared by standard solvent cleaning. 

Subsequently, a 4.2 um thick SiO2 etch mask was deposited via Inductively Coupled 

Plasma, Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (ICP-PECVD, VLR Unaxis St. 

Petersburg, FL) at the following process conditions: 15mT Chamber Pressure, 400W ICP 

source power, 5 W substrate power, 5.9sccm 100% SiH4, 20 sccm Ar, 10 sccm O2 and 

100ºC lower electrode temperature. Next, the substrate and oxide-mask were primed with 

the adhesion-promoter Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) and spin-coated with photoresist 

(AZnLOF 2070, Clariant, Muttenz, Switzerland). The flow diverter flat pattern was then 

transferred into the resist by UV contact lithography (MJB 3 UV400, Suss MicroTec, 

Gemany). The developed resist pattern was transferred into the underlying oxide mask by 

a fluorine-based dry etch process, and subsequent solvent cleaning was performed to 

remove residual photoresist. The mask oxide pattern was transferred down through the bulk 

of the Titanium using a modified version of the Ti Deep-Reactive Ion Etching (TIDE) 

process (E620-R&D) at the following parameters: 15mT chamber pressure, 400W ICP 

source power, 100W substrate power, 100 sccm Cl2, 5 sccm Ar, and 1 sccm O2. Lastly, the 

remaining mask oxide was removed by using another fluorine-based dry etch (E620-R&D) 

at the parameters described above. The inherently planar nature of material removal 

associated with these processes results in a flat pattern in which two side beams are 

connected by a series of perpendicular cross beams. For deployment, a balloon catheter is  
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Figure 2: Process flow for flow diverter fabrication and deployment. a) Lithographic patterning, 

PR development and O2 descum. b) PR removal and pattern transfer to SiO2 by F-based dry 

etching. c) Pattern definition in Ti by DRIE. d) Residual SiO2 removal by F-based dry etch. e) 

Tapered needle interleaved between cross-beams of flat pattern to form lumen. f) Crimped FD 

mounted on deflated balloon catheter for delivery. g) Balloon inflated to deploy FD. 
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interleaved between these cross beams and the device is expanded upon balloon inflation 

(Mohammadi, Mohamed Ali, Lappin, Schlosser, & Takahata, 2013). Previously our group 

has reported on the mechanical characterization of the plasticity-based deployment of 

micromachined titanium for coronary stents, observing that even in the regions of highest 

strain no signs of fracture were present (S. C. Gott et al., 2012).   

 

3.3. Design Considerations 

 

The current generation of flow diversion devices utilize a braid-based design which allows 

for the overall structure to accommodate large amounts of deformation by distributing its 

load amongst large amounts (24-64 depending on device) (Briganti et al., 2015) of 

structural elements. This approach allows for the use of fine components which, because 

they each experience a small fraction of overall load, experience recoverable strains within 

the elastic region. However, as discussed earlier, this current generation of devices 

undergoes longitudinal displacements in a manner that is sensitive to radial loading. In 

order for a solid-construct device to have the capability to be delivered endovascularly, in 

its non-deployed configuration it must have a crossing profile similar to existing devices, 

which are typically delivered via microcather. Microcatheters are typically considered to 

be 3 French (1mm) or smaller, so this value was used as a baseline for the non-deployed 

outer diameter.  In order to expand into a neurovascular artery (with a diameter typically 

on the order of 3mm) the device must be able to accommodate large amounts of radial 

deformation (>200%) without exhibiting signs of fracture. Additionally, a goal of this study 

was to greatly reduce this interaction between radial loading and longitudinal displacement; 

referred to as foreshortening. In order to accomplish these goals, the design described 
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within this work utilizes the enhanced fabrication capability in combination with design 

principles borrowed from the study of auxetic materials. This term refers to materials which 

are rationally engineered on the micro-scale to have tunable Poisson’s ratios on the 

macroscale (Soman et al., 2012).  Borrowing from this concept, a design with a repeating 

re-entrant honeycomb unit cell was defined with parameters to allow for upwards of 200% 

elongation while still maintaining a porosity value (~29% metal coverage) comparable to 

existing predicate devices.  

 

3.3.1. Finite Element Analysis 

 

Because the proposed device relies on a plasticity-based deployment method, finite 

element techniques were employed to better understand the stress distributions in the 

device and verify that the device could accommodate the requisite deformation without 

signs of fracture. Simulations were developed using FEMAP with NX Nastran Advanced 

Nonlinear Solver (Siemens PLM, Cypress, CA). In order to reduce complexity, these 

simulations were limited to a single unit cell. Elastoplastic analyses were performed on a 

single auxetic cell using an experimentally-derived stress-strain curve to estimate plastic 

deformation in each element. This technique has been described in greater detail in 

previous work and shows good alignment with experimental results (S. Gott, 2014). As the 

goal of FEA in this preliminary work was to verify that balloon-deployment would not 

cause fracture, Scanning Electron Micrographs (SEMs) of regions of highest strain were 

evaluated in prototype devices for signs of fracture nucleation and propagation.  
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3.3.2. Computational Fluid Dynamics 

 

Numerical simulations were employed to characterize the hemodynamic effect of 

implantation of a solid-construct FD. Model parameters were based on values typically 

encountered in the posterior circulation. An aneurysm morphology was chosen to represent 

idealized but clinically-relevant parameters for which FD’s are commonly indicated, scaled 

to a basilar artery model. Blood flow was considered to be an incompressible Newtonian 

fluid. While it’s well understood that blood displays non-Newtonian behavior due to the 

multi-phase nature of the flow, this effect is typically only observed in the microcirculation 

where vessel diameter approaches the length scale of blood borne cells and hematocrit 

comprises a large majority of the fluid. The domain was modeled using the classical 

Navier-Stokes equations; ignoring gravitational forces and assuming mass continuity and 

conservation of momentum: 

 

(1) ∇ ∙ 𝒗 = 0 

(2) 𝜌 (
𝜕𝒗

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝒗 ∙ ∇𝒗) =  −∇𝐩 + 𝜇∇2𝒗 

 

A no-slip condition was applied at the boundary, which was considered to be rigid. 

Numerous investigators have examined the contribution of the Basilar Artery to total mean 

cerebral blood flow (Bogren, Buonocore, & Gu, n.d.; Buijs et al., 1998). Reported values 

have varied from 80 – 120 mL/min on average and have been shown to be highly correlated 

with age and available collateral circulation due to variations in the Circle of Willis. At the 
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center of this range, a volumetric flow rate of 100 mL/min was chosen to represent an 

average patient with typical collateral circulation. Using this value and the cross-sectional 

area at the inlet, an average linear velocity of 0.235 m/s was applied as the boundary 

condition at this face. The Reynolds number, a dimensionless figure used to describe 

circumferential inertial mixing of fluid streamlines is given by the relation: 

 

(3) 𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑣𝑑

𝜇
 

 

Where ρ is the average density of blood, v is the average velocity, d is the vessel diameter 

and µ is the dynamic viscosity of blood. Typical values range from 102 – 108 with values 

less than or on the order of 103 generally describing laminar flows. Using our model 

geometry and commonly reported properties for blood (1000 kg/m3, 4.7 cP) in hypertensive 

patients (Letcher, Chien, Pickering, Sealey, & Laragh, 1981) we obtain a Reynolds number 

of approximately 200, well within the laminar regime at the inlet. ANSYS FLUENT 

(Canonsburg, PA) was used to solve the discretized steady-state Navier-Stokes equations 

using the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm. 

Blood flow is pulsatile in actuality, and other groups have commented on the differences 

between these models and steady-state approaches (Yu, 2000). At the root of this 

consideration is the local effect of the flow profile in response to the fluctuating input 

velocity. Similar to the Reynold’s number, the Womersley number functions as a measure 

of dynamic similarity of this phenomenon in biological systems:  

(4) 𝛼2 =
𝜔𝜌𝐿2

𝜇
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Where α is the Womersley Number, ω, is the oscillatory input frequency, ρ is the average 

fluid density, L is the characteristic length scale (i.e. arterial diameter)  and µ is the dynamic 

viscosity of blood. This dimensionless figure represents the ratio of transient inertial forces 

to viscous forces, and predicts temporal variations in the fluid profile from a laminar profile 

which instantaneously responds to a fluctuating pressure input, to a plug-like profile whose 

period is greater than that of the input. This phase-shift effect is negligible at the smaller 

length-scales encountered in more delicate vasculature where the value approaches unity. 

Assuming a typical heartrate (80 bpm) with all other parameters from our model outlined 

above, we obtain a Womersley Number of 1.6. For comparison, studies that have observed 

significant differences in wall shear stress between steady-state and pulsatile models have 

been in flow regimes with Womersely Numbers of 13-22 (Yu, 2000). It should be noted 

that even at this low Womersley number, there are significant differences between pulsatile 

and steady-state flow, and certain time dependent phenomena were neglected (e.g. vortex 

nucleation and decay). However, as the overarching objective of this study was to develop 

relative measures for device characterization, a steady-state model was considered 

appropriate as a first-pass technique for analysis of device performance. 

 

3.3.3. Particle Image Velocimetry 

 

Particle Image Velocimetry was utilized as an experimental analogue to computational 

models. A syringe pump (PHD 2000, Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) was set to the 

flow rate of the computational model (100 mL/min) and coupled to a silicone mock 

vasculature model (SAM00V01, United Biologics, Santa Ana, CA) with the same 
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dimensional characteristics as the fluid domain. In order to approximate the density and 

viscosity of blood, a 60:40 solution of DI Water and Glycerol was used as the working 

fluid. This solution is widely used in PIV hemodynamic simulations, for its similar 

mechanical properties to blood and because its refractive index is very close to that of 

silicone, indicating that lensing and distortion effects should be minimized (Charonko, 

Karri, Schmieg, Prabhu, & Vlachos, 2009; Kerl et al., 2014; Trager, Sadasivan, Seong, & 

Lieber, 2009). The working fluid was seeded at a concentration of 1% by volume with 

10.3μm neutrally-buoyant, fluorescent polystyrene microspheres (PSF-010UM, 

Magsphere, Pasadena, CA) with a maximum emission wavelength of 584 nm. A light 

source (Leica, Wetzlgar, Germany) was used to excite the particles at a wavelength of 523 

nm. The fluid was imaged at an objective of 2.5x through a fluorescence microscope (Leica 

2000DM, Wetzlgar, Germany) whose focal plane was roughly centered at the midplane of 

the mock vasculature and video was captured using a high-speed CMOS sensor camera 

(Phantom Miro M310, Vision Research, Wayne, NJ) at a resolution of 1280 x 800 pixels. 

In order to maximize the displacement sensed, the acquisition rates for the control case and 

the FD-implanted case were chosen to be 400fps, and 100 fps, respectively. The resulting 

video was pre-processed and analyzed using a standard cross-correlation technique 

implemented via a plug-in for ImageJ software (Schneider, Rasband, & Eliceiri, 2012) 

(Tseng et al., 2012). In order to reduce the noise from acquisition, custom  
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Figure 3: Diagram of PIV setup/Mock Aneurysm Geometry. 
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code was developed to average the results over a period of 1-2 seconds, and check the 

resultant vector field for spurious vectors using the Normalized Median Test. At nodes 

where these vectors were detected, they were replaced using a bilinear interpolation. 

3.3.4. Analysis 

For each case, the spatially-averaged velocity magnitude was computed within the region 

of interest: 

(5) �̅� =
1

𝐴
∬ |𝑣| 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦

𝑅𝑂𝐼 
 

 

Eq. 5 was evaluated numerically within the aneurysm boundary using the PIV/CFD vector 

spacing to discretize the domain. Using these values for the control and FD-implanted 

cases, the percent reduction in intra-aneurysmal velocity was computed as: 

 

(6) % 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝑣𝐹𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
 

 

In order to better characterize the effect on the vessel wall, the wall shear stresses (WSS) 

for both cases were also computed. These stresses were calculated by first obtaining the 

shear rate in the fluid. For simple shear in Newtonian fluids in two dimensions, this value 

is given by the relation: 

(7) �̇� =
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥 
+

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
 

Wall shear stress is then derived from the shear rate using the following relation: 
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(8) 𝜏𝑤 =  𝛾 ̇ ∙ 𝜇  

In order to determine the average wall shear stress, the shear stress at each point along the 

wall is integrated and divided by the arc length of the curve: 

(9) 𝜏𝑤̅̅̅̅ =
1

𝑠
∫ 𝜏𝑤𝑑𝑠 

Where s is the curve representing the boundary at the aneurysm wall. In order to minimize 

noise in the PIV data, Eq. 7 was discretized and solved within the entire fluid domain using 

the vector spacing from the resultant PIV velocity fields, and averaged within a 20-pixel 

band around this boundary. This value, representing the average near-wall shear rate, was 

substituted was substituted into Eq. 8 to determine WSS. The percent reduction for WSS 

was computed in a similar fashion to intra-aneurysmal velocity:  

(10) % 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑊𝑆𝑆 =
𝜏𝑤𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑇𝑅𝑂𝐿̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅−𝜏𝑤𝐹𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝜏𝑤𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑇𝑅𝑂𝐿̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
 

For both metrics, PIV results were compared against the CFD simulation results at the 

model mid-plane using Eqs. 6 and 10. 

 

3.4. Results 

 

3.4.1. Computational Fluid Dynamics 

 

Fig. 5 outlines the results of numerical simulations for the control and FD-implanted cases. 

In the case of the control, intra-aneurysmal flow is largely shear-driven and recirculation 

can be observed due to the high-velocity fluid in the parent artery impinging on the distal 

wall of the neck and reversing direction. Implantation of the flow diverter re-aligns the 

direction of intra-aneurysmal flow to the proximal-to-distal direction applied at the inlet, 
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as the FD struts take up a majority of the shear, and the flow regime is instead dominated 

by the pressure differential along the length of the parent artery. This phenomenon is also 

characteristic of commercially-available flow diverters and has been remarked upon in 

greater detail by other groups (Pierre Bouillot et al., 2014). For the wall shear stress 

distributions, both cases show elevated shear at the distal segment of the neck where 

slower, intra-aneurysmal flow recombines with the higher velocity flow in the parent 

artery. Even so, the region of highest shear in the control case can be attributed to the 

“water-hammer” effect described above. Additionally, the greater recirculation in this case 

appears to increase the shear on the proximal segment of the aneurysm neck. This effect is 

markedly reduced in the FD-implanted case. These alterations to the wall shear distribution 

show a striking similarity to previous results obtained for low-porosity neurovascular stents 

(Lieber, Stancampiano, & Wakhloo, 1997). However, the distal shear due to streamlines 

merging with the high-velocity flow in the parent artery appears to be intensified by 

centering one of the pores on the distal wall segment. This result could potentially be an 

indication that the fluid mechanical response is more sensitive to placement of a solid-

construct whose features are more heterogeneous along its axis than currently available 

devices.  
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Figure 4: a) CFD Velocity Map of Unstented Sidewall Aneurysm. b) CFD Velocity Map in FD-Implanted Aneurysm. c) Wall 

Shear Stress Contour Map in Unstented Aneurysm. d) Wall Shear Stress Contour Map in FD-Implanted Aneurysm. 
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3.4.2. Particle Image Velocimetry 

As can be seen in Fig. 6, PIV results show good qualitative agreement with numerical 

simulations. Additionally it can be observed that the implantation of the flow diversion 

device causes the characteristic reversal of flow observed in commercial devices, as well 

as an eight-fold reduction in the maximum intra-aneurysmal velocity detected.   

It should be noted that while scales for each case (Unstented and FD-implanted) have been 

kept the same between model predictions, between these cases the scales have been altered 

to highlight the differences in flow regime. 
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Figure 5: a) CFD Velocity Map on Mid-Plane of Unstented Anuerysm. b) PIV Velocity Map on Midplane of Unstented 

Aneurysm. c) CFD Velocity Map on Midplane of FD-Implanted Aneurysm. d) PIV Velocity Map on Midplane of FD-

Implanted Aneurysm. 
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3.4.3. Device Performance 

 

While a greater amount of relative error was observed between PIV and CFD results at 

slower velocities, relative measures (i.e. percent reduction) agreed within 5%. In this 

idealized, sidewall aneurysm geometry, our device seems to perform as well as commercial 

devices (86-91% velocity reduction, 87%-92% WSS reduction) evaluated in similar 

morphologies under comparable flow conditions (Augsburger et al., 2009). Additionally, 

the device produces the flow re-alignment characteristic of successful flow diversion 

treatments and performs well above predictive metrics reported for aneurysm occlusion in-

vivo (Kulcsár et al., 2012). While these results are encouraging, it’s difficult to directly 

compare them to in-vivo studies without capturing some of the anatomical variations that 

were neglected in this study. For instance, it’s well known that the risk of aneurysm rupture 

is highly dependent upon morphology and location, and these characteristics can 

significantly impact the degree of flow diversion achievable. Additional studies should 

consider device response to tortuosity, dome-to-neck ratio and anatomic location to better 

understand the robustness of this design to the diversity in the neurovascular anatomy.  
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Table 1: a) Average Intra-anuerysmal Velocity for unstented and FD-Implanted Cases b) Average Mid-

Plane Wall Shear Stress for unstented and FD-Implanted Cases 
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3.4.4. Error Analysis 

 

Error in PIV analysis was characterized using a previously described technique. (J.T. Park, 

A.D. Aouat, B.S. Wu, S. Nishio, 2008; Princevac, Baik, Li, Pan, & Park, 2010). This 

technique tabulates a worst-case error estimate due to four primary categories: calibration 

magnification factor, α; displacement between frame pairs, ΔX; time interval,  ΔT; and 

finally from the combination of tracer particle lag and ignored out-of-plane velocities due 

to the particle’s 2-D projection, δu. The observed experimental velocity can be considered 

as: 

 

𝑢 =
𝛼Δ𝑋

Δ𝑇
+ 𝛿𝑢 

 

Using experimental parameters, sensitivity coefficients (i.e. worst-case change in u with 

respect to each experimental parameter) can be computed for each of these. The final error 

is given as the root-sum-square contribution of the product of each parameter and its 

sensitivity factor. Table 2 outlines the contribution of each parameter. In general the largest 

uncertainty came from mismatching of image pairs, which is not uncommon within PIV 

setups. However, in this setup the largest aggregate error value arises from the high-

sensitivity of the experiment to the calibration factor. This is because the characteristic 

flow speed is great with respect to the field of view. To some degree this is due to the multi-

scale nature of the experiment, where the velocities encountered traverse several orders of 

magnitude. Other groups have remarked on techniques in which repeating the same 

experiment with different acquisition rates can yield a cumulative image in which all 
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velocity magnitudes can be resolved with a high degree of certainty (P. Bouillot et al., 

2014). This technique may be appropriate for future studies in more complex geometries. 
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Table 2: PIV Error Analysis. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
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4.1. Limitations of PIV 

Qualitatively, PIV results show good agreement with computational models. The two 

biggest contributors to error in the set up described in this work are the large sensitivity in 

calibration uncertainty due to the field of view with respect to the characteristic flow speed,  

as well as the uncertainty due to frame mismatches. Both of these are likely a result of the 

illumination source. In this setup a high-speed camera was used in combination with a light 

source which illuminated the entire fluid volume and likely contributed to mismatching 

errors. In order to offset this effect, frame averaging was employed. However, this 

precludes the visualization of transient phenomena which occur on time scales shorter than 

the frame averaging interval. Further, the camera used has the capability of much higher 

frame rates than were utilized in this work, but the power of the excitation source imposes 

a physical limit on this parameter. As frame rate and exposure time are inversely related, 

the amount of microparticle fluorescence captured was diminished at higher acquisition 

rates. This exacerbated magnification sensitivity issues, where the higher characteristic 

speeds in turn required higher image capture rates. In spite of these issues it should be noted 

that the predictions of the computational models were within the 95% confidence interval 

for all experiments with the exception of average WSS. This difference may be attributable 

to variation in location for the between the experiment and the model as the velocity 

gradient between the parent artery and aneurysm is very steep, and the measurement is 

therefore very sensitive to this parameter.  
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For future work, which aims to look at more complex geometries and transient fluid 

structures, a higher powered light source, which utilizes optics to lens it into a thin sheet, 

would greatly reduce mismatching error due to background fluorescence as well as allow 

for the use of higher frame rates for acquisition. On the software side, further improvements 

in the averaging algorithm are also possible. Currently the average is taken using the 

resultant vectors from the cross-correlation. However, it’s been shown that even greater 

accuracy can be achieved by averaging the correlation peaks themselves before 

determining the displacement vector (Meinhart, Wereley, & Santiago, 2000).  This 

improvement may be able to reduce the frame averaging interval and extend the capability 

of the current setup to examine more transient phenomena even in the absence of a higher-

powered, more focused light source. 

 

4.2. Limitations of Stent Design 

 

While a solid-construct design allows for greater wall apposition and effectively eliminates 

foreshortening, it also enables greater local variation in FD geometry and strut placement. 

In a related study, Bouillot et al contextualized their results using porous media theory, 

pointing out that while porosity is a good predictor of flow diversion, the permeability 

constant that appears in the Darcy Equation is proportional to the product of the porosity 

and the square of the length scale of the smallest pore-gap size, and that this latter term is 

therefore the dominant mechanism (Pierre Bouillot et al., 2014). On the one hand this is 

encouraging with respect to micromachined flow diverters, as it suggests that further 

process improvements which allow for more finely resolved designs may be able to 
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overcome the inherent limitation in porosity posed by interleaving for deployment. 

Conversely, another implication is that permeability may be allowed to vary more locally 

in solid-construct flow diverters where this minimum length scale is highly-dependent on 

the deployed geometry and therefore local variations in anatomy. In contrast, current-gen 

flow diverters have a much higher degree of homogeneity in both pore gap and porosity as 

they distribute any locally applied external forces across the entire device. Buillot et al 

concluded that higher degrees of device heterogeneity may therefore cause more localized 

disturbances in the resultant intra-aneurysmal hemodynamics post-implantation. In the 

absence of a complete mechanistic understanding of thrombogenesis, the consequences of 

these local disturbances are still unclear and warrant further investigation. However, it 

should be noted that by predictive metrics based on the current understanding of flow 

diversion (i.e. percent reduction of average intra-aneurysmal velocity and WSS) our device 

seems to perform as well as commercial devices (86-91% velocity reduction, 87%-92% 

WSS reduction) (Augsburger et al., 2009). Additionally, in the idealized sidewall model, 

the device produces the flow re-alignment characteristic of successful flow diversion 

treatments and performs well above predictive metrics reported for aneurysm occlusion in-

vivo (Kulcsár et al., 2012).  

 

4.3. Future Work 

 

This first generation device represents an unprecedented degree of machining resolution 

for the application of neurovascular flow diversion. We speculate this enhanced capability 

can be used as a mechanism to fine-tune flow diversion for more challenging physiological 
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conditions (e.g. delicate posterior segment aneurysms, aneurysms arising near delicate 

perforators, etc.). This motivates future work to characterize the sensitivity of these 

pathologies to device characteristics such as porosity, pore density and strut thickness. In 

addition, the TIDE fabrication method allows for the monolithic integration of highly 

ordered sub-micron scale surface patterns with macroscale structural features. This is 

especially compelling in light of previous studies, in which our group has demonstrated 

that these patterns elicit enhanced endothelial adhesion and proliferation, as well as 

atheroresistant phenotype (Vandrangi, Gott, Kozaka, Rao, & Rodgers, 2013) on planar 

substrates in static culture. As clinical groups have observed in-vivo that post-treatment 

neointimal growth is driven by endothelial migration\proliferation from surrounding tissue, 

this suggests surface modification may be a means of accelerating aneurysm occlusion in 

a more restorative means than a technique predicated purely on the induction of thrombosis 

(Sprague, Tio, Ahmed, Granada, & Bailey, 2012). The effect of simultaneously inducing 

stagnant intra-aneurysmal flow (typically considered to be thrombogenic) and encouraging 

endothelial proliferation and quiescence via topographic cues (typically considered to be 

anti-thrombogenic) has not yet been examined and deserves further study. Separate studies 

examining platelet activation and deposition as a result of surface modification present 

another interesting biological mechanism for localizing and/or minimizing thrombosis in 

order to enhance flow diversion while minimizing mass effect (Hulander et al., 2013; 

Karagkiozaki, Logothetidis, Kalfagiannis, Lousinian, & Giannoglou, 2009). A better 

understanding of these findings in the context of neurovascular flow diversion may help in 

the future to inform a multi-scale architecture, in which macroscale device characteristics 
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are tuned to induce an optimal fluid mechanical response and micro/nano-scale 

characteristics are tuned to induce an optimal cellular response. 
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Appendix A: PIV Processes 

 

ImageJ is an open-source imaging tool developed by the National Institute of Health with 

the intent of increasing the capability of image quantification techniques and increasing 

collaboration across research groups. Install files as well as extensive documentation can 

be found at: http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/index.html. 

 

Within this work, PIV analysis is performed using an open-source plug-in for ImageJ. 

Install files and documentation can be found at: 

https://sites.google.com/site/qingzongtseng/piv. 

 

While several free and open-source packages exist which integrate with other development 

environments (e.g. Matlab, Java, etc.) this particular implementation was chosen due to 

ImageJ’s user-friendly interface and extensive capability for image manipulation and 

quantification. However, this does come at some computational expense as the native 

mathematics library for ImageJ is limited. For instance, ImageJ cannot handle matrices.  A 

common workaround which is employed in the macros below, is to store 2-D matrices as 

images, where the X and Y coordinates represent the matrix indices and the pixel value at 

that position represents the stored value. This enables the direct measurements of calculated 

physical parameters (e.g. shear rate) using ImageJ’s native tools. It should also be noted 

here that the code outlined below is macro code, while the code that performs the actual 
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PIV calculation is a plugin. The difference is that macros use ImageJ’s macro language 

while plugins are written in Java. The tradeoff for the quicker iteration and implementation 

that macros afford, is limitation in computational power and flexibility.  Therefore, one 

recommendation for future work, may be to develop the macros outlined below into plugins 

that can harness the full power of the Java language, which includes the potential for 

integration with a vast amount of libraries that comes with the support of a very large 

developer community.  
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A.1. Pre-Processing Protocol 

 

 Drag the video into ImageJ, select the checkbox labeled “Convert to Grayscale” 

 Use the lasso tool to select all the regions not within the fluid domain 

 Go to Edit > Clear to mask off this region for analysis 

 Use the lasso tool to select the fluid domain 

 Go to Analyze > Histogram to display the image statistics. This displays a 

histogram of the pixel intensities within the fluid regime as well as some 

summary statistics. Take note of the mean, standard deviation and maximum 

values.  

 Select the video and go to Image > Adjust > Brightness and Contrast 

 Click the “Set” button and set the minimum displayed value equal to the mean + 

one standard deviation from the image histogram. Set the maximum value to the 

maximum value from the histogram. This will reduce background fluorescence 

and enhance contrast. 

 (Optional) Go to process > find edges to make the edges more well defined  

 (Optional) Go to Analyze > Surface Plot to see light intensity vs. X-Y coordinate. 

The more well-defined peaks are from the noise floor, the better suited the image 

pair will be for cross-correlation. 
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A.2. ImageJ Macro Code 

A.2.1. Run 3 Pass PIV on all Images in Stack 

 

macro "Run PIV on Stack [f1]"{ 

 

id0 = getImageID(); 

slices = nSlices; 

outputStr = ""; 

xcomp = 0; 

ycomp = 0; 

mag = 0; 

 

 

neighbors= newArray(8); 

Array.fill(neighbors, 0); 

neighbMedian = newArray(8); 

Array.fill(neighbMedian,0);   

 

 

 

 

Dialog.create("Multi-slice PIV"); 

Dialog.addNumber("Interrogation window 1", 128); 

Dialog.addNumber("search window 1", 256); 

Dialog.addNumber("vector spacing 1", 64); 

Dialog.addNumber("Interrogation window 2", 64); 

Dialog.addNumber("search window 2", 128); 

Dialog.addNumber("vector spacing 2", 32); 

Dialog.addNumber("Interrogation window 3", 56); 

Dialog.addNumber("search window 3", 112); 

Dialog.addNumber("vector spacing 3", 28); 

Dialog.addNumber("correlation threshold", 0.8); 

Dialog.addNumber("magnitude threshold (lower bound)", 0); 

Dialog.addNumber("magnitude threshold (upper bound)", 56); 

Dialog.addNumber("Video Frames Per Second", 400); 

Dialog.addNumber("Pixels per mm", 118); 

Dialog.show; 

 

piv1 = Dialog.getNumber(); 

sw1 = Dialog.getNumber(); 

vs1 = Dialog.getNumber(); 

piv2 = Dialog.getNumber(); 

sw2 = Dialog.getNumber(); 
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vs2 = Dialog.getNumber(); 

piv3 = Dialog.getNumber(); 

sw3 = Dialog.getNumber(); 

vs3 = Dialog.getNumber(); 

corr = Dialog.getNumber(); 

magThreshLower = Dialog.getNumber(); 

magThreshUpper = Dialog.getNumber(); 

fps = Dialog.getNumber(); 

pixelspermm = Dialog.getNumber(); 

 

path = getDirectory("select a folder to save PIV results"); 

 

for(s=1;s<slices;s++){ 

 selectImage(id0); 

 run("Duplicate...", "title=[seq_"+s+"] duplicate range="+s+"-"+s+1+""); 

 run("iterative PIV(Advanced)...", "  piv1="+piv1+" sw1="+sw1+" vs1="+vs1+" 

piv2="+piv2+" sw2="+sw2+" vs2="+vs2+" piv3="+piv3+" sw3="+sw3+" vs3="+vs3+" 

correlation="+corr+" batch path=["+path+"]"); 

 for(p=1; p<=3; p++){ 

  selectWindow("seq_"+ s + "_PIV" + p); 

  close(); 

 } 

  selectWindow("seq_"+ s); 

  close(); 

} 

 

 

for(i=1;i<slices; i++){ 

  

 dataPath = File.openAsString(path + "seq_"+i+"_PIV3_disp.txt"); 

 rows = split(dataPath, "\n"); 

 

 //On first pass initialize displacement arrays to be same size as PIV data arrays 

 if(i ==1){ 

  print ("outputting average..."); 

  xcoords = newArray(rows.length); 

  Array.fill(xcoords, 0);   

  ycoords = newArray(rows.length); 

  Array.fill(ycoords, 0); 

  mags = newArray(rows.length); 

  Array.fill(mags,0); 

  xdisp = newArray(rows.length); 

  Array.fill(xdisp, 0); 

  ydisp = newArray(rows.length); 
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  Array.fill(ydisp, 0); 

  xZeros = newArray(rows.length); 

  Array.fill(xZeros, 0);   

  yZeros = newArray(rows.length); 

  Array.fill(yZeros,0); 

 

 } 

  

 for(j=0; j<rows.length; j++){ 

  cols = split(rows[j], " "); 

  //list(cols); 

  //columns 3 and 4 are hardcoded into ImageJPIV output to be 

displacement estimates 

   xcomp = 0 + cols[2]; 

   ycomp = 0 + cols[3]; 

   mag = sqrt(xcomp*xcomp + ycomp*ycomp); 

   //print(mag); 

   //if no velocity vector at point, exclude it from the noise averaging 

 

    if(mag < magThreshLower || mag > magThreshUpper){ 

    xZeros[j]++; 

    yZeros[j]++; 

   } 

    

   if(mag >= magThreshLower && mag<= magThreshUpper){ 

   

    xdisp[j] = xdisp[j] + cols[2]; 

    ydisp[j] = ydisp[j] + cols[3]; 

   } 

 

 

   if(i == slices-1){ 

   //print("X zeroes: " + xZeros + "rows: " + slices); 

 

    if(i-xZeros[j] !=0){ 

     xdisp[j] = xdisp[j]/abs(i-xZeros[j]) * 

fps/pixelspermm; 

    } else{ 

     xdisp[j] = 0; 

    } 

    if(i-yZeros[j]!= 0){ 

     ydisp[j] = ydisp[j]/abs(i-yZeros[j]) * 

fps/pixelspermm; 

    } else{ 
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     ydisp[j] = 0; 

    } 

    xcoords[j] = cols[0]; 

    ycoords[j] = cols[1]; 

 

    mags[j] = sqrt( xdisp[j]*xdisp[j] + ydisp[j]*ydisp[j] ); 

    //writeLine(xcoords[j], ycoords[j], xdisp[j], ydisp[j], 

mags[j]); 

    outputStr += xcoords[j] + " " + ycoords[j] + " " + xdisp[j] + 

" " + ydisp[j] + " " + mags[j] + " " + "\n"; 

    //outputStr += xcoords[j] + " " + ycoords[j] + " " + xdisp[j] 

+ " " + ydisp[j] + " " + mags[j] + " " +xZeros[j] + " " + yZeros[j] + " " + "\n"; 

 

 

   } 

  

 

 

 

 } 

} 

 

 

File.saveString(outputStr, path + "\\averaged.txt"); 

print("Done!!!!"); 

 

run("plot...", "select="+ path + "\\averaged.txt" + "autoscale vector_scale=1 max=500 

plot_width=0 plot_height=0 show lut=S_Pet"); 

 

function list(a) { 

      for (i=0; i<a.length; i++) 

          print("   "+a[i]); 

  } 

 

function closeAllWindows(){ 

 

 for(i=1; i< nImages; i++){ 

   selectImage(i); 

   if(getImageID()!=id0){ 

    close(); 

   } 

 } 

} 
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A.2.2. Normalized Median Test 

 

 
function median(a){ 

 Array.sort(a); 

 med = 0.0; 

 if(a.length%2 == 0){ 

  med = (0 + a[(a.length/2 - 1) ] + a[(a.length/2)])/2; 

 

 }else{ 

  med = 0 + a[a.length/2 -1]; 

 } 

  

 return med; 

} 

   

    

Dialog.create("Normalized Median Test"); 

Dialog.addNumber("eta (Noise Parameter)", 0.2); 

Dialog.addNumber("threshold", 2); 

Dialog.show; 

eta = Dialog.getNumber(); 

rthresh = Dialog.getNumber(); 

 

path = getDirectory("select a folder with Averaged PIV Results"); 

 

dataPath = File.openAsString(path + "averaged.txt"); 

outputStr = ""; 

rows = split(dataPath, "\n"); 

xcoords = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(xcoords, 0);   

ycoords = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(ycoords, 0); 

u = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(xcoords, 0);   

v = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(ycoords, 0); 

//populate arrays 

 

temp = split(rows[rows.length-1], " "); 

xlength = temp[0]; 

ylength = temp[1]; 

 

newImage("U", "32-bit black", 1+xlength, 1+ylength, 1); //x displacements 
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newImage("V", "32-bit black", 1+xlength, 1+ylength, 1); //y displacements 

//newImage("neighborsU", "32-bit black",3, 3, 1); 

//newImage("neighborsV", "32-bit black",3, 3, 1); 

//newImage("flucts", "32-bit black",3, 3, 1); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

for(i=0; i< rows.length; i++){ 

 temp = split(rows[i], " "); 

 xcoords[i] = temp[0]; 

 ycoords[i] = temp[1]; 

 u[i] = temp[2];// can probably remove later 

 v[i] = temp[3];//can probably remove after 2-d arrays are working 

 

 print("x: " + xcoords[i] + " y: " + ycoords[i] + " u: " + u[i] + " v: " + v[i] ); 

  

 selectWindow("U"); 

 setPixel(xcoords[i], ycoords[i], u[i]); 

  

 tempu = getPixel(xcoords[i], ycoords[i]); 

 

 selectWindow("V"); 

 setPixel(xcoords[i], ycoords[i], v[i]); 

 

 tempv = getPixel(xcoords[i], ycoords[i]); 

 

 print("u: " + tempu + "v: " + tempv); 

} 

 

updateDisplay(); 

 

 

print("median of u: " + median(u)); 

 

//As workaround to unavailability of 2-D matrices, use images and pixel values to store 

displacements in matrices  

 

 

step = 0 + xcoords[1] - xcoords[0]; 

 

uNeighbs = newArray(8); 
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vNeighbs =newArray(8); 

uResiduals = newArray(8); 

vResiduals = newArray(8); 

 

/*************************Replaces outliers with bilinear interpolation, 

***************************** 

*/ 

for(x = xcoords[0] ; x<=xlength; x+= step){ 

 for(y = ycoords[0]; y<=ylength; y+=step){ 

   

  selectWindow("U"); 

   

  utmp = getPixel(x,y); 

 

  if(x-step <= 0){ 

   uNeighbs[0] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[0] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[3] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[3] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[5] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[5] = 0; 

  } 

 

  if(y - step <= 0){ 

   uNeighbs[0] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[0] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[1] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[1] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[2] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[2] = 0; 

  } 

   

  if(x+step >= xlength){ 

   uNeighbs[2] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[2] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[4] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[4] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[7] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[7] = 0; 

  } 

 

  if(y + step >= ylength){ 

   uNeighbs[5] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[5] = 0; 
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   uNeighbs[6] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[6] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[7] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[7] = 0; 

  } 

 

  if(x-step > 0 && y-step > 0 && x+step < xlength && y+step < ylength){ 

   uNeighbs[0] = getPixel(x-step, y-step); 

   uNeighbs[1] = getPixel(x, y-step); 

   uNeighbs[2] = getPixel(x+step, y-step); 

   uNeighbs[3] = getPixel(x - step, y); 

   uNeighbs[4] = getPixel(x+step, y); 

   uNeighbs[5] = getPixel(x-step, y+step); 

   uNeighbs[6] = getPixel(x, y+step); 

   uNeighbs[7] = getPixel(x+step, y+step); 

   uMedian = median(uNeighbs); 

  } 

 

 

   

  if(x == 208 && y ==48){ 

   for(q=0; q<8; q++){ 

    print(uNeighbs[q]); 

    print("median: " + uMedian); 

   } 

  } 

 

 

  selectWindow("V"); 

 

  vtmp = getPixel(x,y); 

 

  vNeighbs[0] = getPixel(x-step, y-step); 

  vNeighbs[1] = getPixel(x, y-step); 

  vNeighbs[2] = getPixel(x+step, y-step); 

  vNeighbs[3] = getPixel(x - step, y); 

  vNeighbs[4] = getPixel(x+step, y); 

  vNeighbs[5] = getPixel(x-step, y+step); 

  vNeighbs[6] = getPixel(x, y+step); 

  vNeighbs[7] = getPixel(x+step, y+step); 

  vMedian = median(vNeighbs); 

 

  for(p=0; p<8; p++){ 

   uResiduals[p] = abs(uNeighbs[p] - uMedian); 
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   vResiduals[p] = abs(vNeighbs[p] - vMedian); 

  } 

 

  if( abs(utmp - uMedian)/(median(uResiduals) + eta) > rthresh || abs(vtmp - 

vMedian)/(median(vResiduals) + eta) > rthresh){ 

   selectWindow("U"); 

   uinterp = 0.25* (uNeighbs[0] + uNeighbs[2] + uNeighbs[5] + 

uNeighbs[7]); 

   setPixel(x,y, uinterp); 

 

   selectWindow("V"); 

   vinterp = 0.25* (vNeighbs[0] + vNeighbs[2] + vNeighbs[5] + 

vNeighbs[7]); 

   setPixel(x,y,vinterp); 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

for(j=0; j< rows.length; j++){ 

 selectWindow("U"); 

 uout = getPixel(xcoords[j], ycoords[j]); 

 

 selectWindow("V"); 

 vout = getPixel(xcoords[j], ycoords[j]); 

 

 outputStr += xcoords[j] + " " + ycoords[j] + " " + uout + " " + vout + " " + "\n"; 

 

} 

 

File.saveString(outputStr, path + "\\NMT.txt"); 

selectWindow("U"); 

close(); 

selectWindow("V"); 

close(); 

run("plot...", "select=" + path + "\\NMT.txt] autoscale vector_scale=1 max=500 

plot_width=0 plot_height=0 show lut=S_Pet"); 

selectWindow("Vector plot_NMT.txt"); 

print("Done!!!!"); 
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A.2.3. Resample Vector Spacing 

 

Dialog.create("Resample Vectors"); 

Dialog.addNumber("Vector Spacing", 24); 

 

Dialog.show; 

spacing = Dialog.getNumber(); 

 

 

path = getDirectory("select a folder with NMTed PIV Results"); 

 

dataPath = File.openAsString(path + "NMT.txt"); 

outputStr = ""; 

rows = split(dataPath, "\n"); 

xcoords = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(xcoords, 0);   

ycoords = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(ycoords, 0); 

u = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(xcoords, 0);   

v = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(ycoords, 0); 

//populate arrays 

 

temp = split(rows[rows.length-1], " "); 

xSize = temp[0]; 

ySize = temp[1]; 

 

temp2 = split(rows[rows.length -2], " "); 

temp3 = split(rows[0], " "); 

xinit = temp3[0]; 

yinit = temp3[0]; 

step = 0+ temp[0] - temp2[0]; 

 

xlength = 0 + (0 + temp[0] - temp3[0]) /step; 

ylength = 0 + (0 + temp[1] - temp3[1]) /step; 

 

 

newImage("U", "32-bit black", xlength+1, ylength+1, 1); //x displacements 

newImage("V", "32-bit black", xlength+1, ylength+1, 1); //y displacements 

 

 

for(i=0; i< rows.length; i++){ 
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 temp = split(rows[i], " "); 

 xcoords[i] = temp[0]; 

 ycoords[i] = temp[1]; 

 u[i] = temp[2];// can probably remove later 

 v[i] = temp[3];//can probably remove after 2-d arrays are working 

 

 print("x: " + xcoords[i] + " y: " + ycoords[i] + " u: " + u[i] + " v: " + v[i] ); 

  

 selectWindow("U"); 

 setPixel((0 + xcoords[i] - xinit)/step, (0 + ycoords[i] - yinit)/step, u[i]); 

  

 tempu = getPixel(xcoords[i], ycoords[i]); 

 

 selectWindow("V"); 

 setPixel((0 + xcoords[i] - xinit)/step, (0 + ycoords[i] - yinit)/step, v[i]); 

 

 tempv = getPixel(xcoords[i], ycoords[i]); 

 

 print("u: " + tempu + "v: " + tempv); 

} 

 

//updateDisplay(); 

selectWindow("U"); 

run("Size...", "width=" + xSize +" height=" + ySize + " constrain average 

interpolation=Bilinear"); 

 

selectWindow("V"); 

run("Size...", "width=" + xSize +" height=" + ySize + " constrain average 

interpolation=Bilinear"); 

 

 

//As workaround to unavailability of 2-D matrices, use images and pixel values to store 

displacements in matrices  

 

for(i=yinit; i<=ySize; i+= spacing){ 

 for(j=xinit; j<=xSize; j += spacing){ 

 

  selectWindow("U"); 

  uout = getPixel(j,i); 

 

  selectWindow("V"); 

  vout = getPixel(j,i); 

 

  outputStr += "" + j + " " + i + " " + uout + " " + vout + " " + "\n"; 
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 } 

} 

 

File.saveString(outputStr, path + "\\Resampled( " + spacing + " px vector spacing).txt"); 

selectWindow("U"); 

close(); 

selectWindow("V"); 

close(); 

 

print("Done!!!!"); 
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A.2.4. Measure Average Velocity Magnitude 

path = getDirectory("select a folder with Averaged PIV Results"); 

 

dataPath = File.openAsString(path + "NMT.txt"); 

outputStr = ""; 

rows = split(dataPath, "\n"); 

xcoords = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(xcoords, 0);   

ycoords = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(ycoords, 0); 

 

//populate arrays 

 

temp = split(rows[rows.length-1], " "); 

xlength = temp[0]; 

ylength = temp[1]; 

temp2 = split(rows[rows.length-2], " "); 

x2 = temp2[0]; 

y2 = temp2[1]; 

 

step = 0 + xlength - x2; 

 

newImage("mags", "32-bit black", (1+xlength)/step, (1+ylength)/step, 1); //x 

displacements 

 

 

 

for(i=0; i< rows.length; i++){ 

 temp = split(rows[i], " "); 

 xcoords[i] = temp[0]; 

 ycoords[i] = temp[1]; 

 u = temp[2];// can probably remove later 

 v = temp[3];//can probably remove after 2-d arrays are working 

 mag = sqrt(0 + u*u + v*v); 

 

 print("x: " + xcoords[i] + " y: " + ycoords[i] + " u: " + u + " v: " + v + "mag: " + 

mag); 

  

 selectWindow("mags"); 

 setPixel(xcoords[i]/step, ycoords[i]/step,  mag); 

} 

 

run("Size...", "width=xlength height=ylength constrain average interpolation=Bilinear"); 
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/************WITHOUT FD********** 

makeOval(280, 117, 820, 761); 

run("Measure");  

*/ 

 

 

/*****WITH FD******* 

makeOval(230, 117, 784, 761); 

run("Measure"); 

*/ 
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A.2.5. Output Shear Rate in Fluid 

 

function bilinInterp(Q11,Q12,Q21,Q22,x,x1,x2,y,y1,y2){ 

 

 xlength = x2 - x1; 

 ylength = y2-y1; 

 

 tmp = Q11/(xlength*ylength)*(x2 - x)*(y2-y) + Q21/(xlength*ylength)*(x 

- x1)*(y2-y) + Q12/(xlength*ylength)*(x2 - x)*(y2 - y) + 

Q22/(xlength*ylength)*(x - x1)*(y - y1); 

 return tmp; 

} 

 

maxMag = 0;    

Dialog.create("Shear Rate"); 

Dialog.addCheckbox("Autoscale", true); 

Dialog.addNumber("Max Magnitude Value (used if autoscale unchecked)", 100); 

Dialog.addNumber("pixels per mm", 118); 

 

Dialog.show; 

 

if(!Dialog.getCheckbox() ){ 

 maxMag = Dialog.getNumber(); 

}else{ 

 Dialog.getNumber(); //do nothing with it 

} 

 

pixelspermm = Dialog.getNumber(); 

 

 

path = getDirectory("select a folder with Averaged PIV Results"); 

 

dataPath = File.openAsString(path + "averaged.txt"); 

outputStr = ""; 

rows = split(dataPath, "\n"); 

xcoords = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(xcoords, 0);   

ycoords = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(ycoords, 0); 

u = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(xcoords, 0);   

v = newArray(rows.length); 

Array.fill(ycoords, 0); 

//populate arrays 
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temp = split(rows[rows.length-1], " "); 

xlength = temp[0]; 

ylength = temp[1]; 

 

 

 

for(i=0; i< rows.length; i++){ 

 

 temp = split(rows[i], " "); 

 xcoords[i] = temp[0]; 

 ycoords[i] = temp[1]; 

 u[i] = temp[2];// can probably remove later 

 v[i] = temp[3];//can probably remove after 2-d arrays are working 

  

 if(i==1){ 

  step = 0 + xcoords[1] - xcoords[0]; 

  offset = 0 + xcoords[0] - step; 

  newImage("U", "32-bit black", 0+ xlength/step, 0+ ylength/step, 

1); //x displacements 

  newImage("V", "32-bit black", 0+ xlength/step, 0+ ylength/step, 

1); //y displacements 

 

 } 

 if(i>=1){ 

 selectWindow("U"); 

  setPixel((0+ xcoords[i]-offset)/step, (0+ ycoords[i]-offset)/step, 

u[i]); 

  

  tempu = getPixel(xcoords[i], ycoords[i]); 

 

  selectWindow("V"); 

  setPixel((0+xcoords[i]-offset)/step, (0+ycoords[i]-offset)/step, 

v[i]); 

 

  tempv = getPixel(xcoords[i], ycoords[i]); 

 } 

 

} 

 

//updateDisplay(); 

selectWindow("U"); 

run("Size...", "width=" + xlength +" height=" + ylength + " constrain average 

interpolation=Bilinear"); 
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selectWindow("V"); 

run("Size...", "width=" + xlength +" height=" + ylength + " constrain average 

interpolation=Bilinear"); 

 

 

//As workaround to unavailability of 2-D matrices, use images and pixel values to 

store displacements in matrices  

 

 

scalefactor = 5; 

newImage("Shear Rate", "32-bit black", xlength/scalefactor, ylength/scalefactor, 

1); //2-D Shear Field 

uNeighbs = newArray(8); 

vNeighbs =newArray(8); 

uResiduals = newArray(8); 

vResiduals = newArray(8); 

 

 

 

for(x = 0 ; x<=xlength; x+=scalefactor){ 

 for(y = 0; y<=ylength; y+=scalefactor){ 

  

  selectWindow("U"); 

  

  utmp = getPixel(x,y); 

  if(x-scalefactor <= 0){ 

   uNeighbs[0] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[0] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[3] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[3] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[5] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[5] = 0; 

   epsilon = 0; 

  } 

 

  if(y - scalefactor <= 0){ 

   uNeighbs[0] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[0] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[1] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[1] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[2] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[2] = 0; 

   epsilon = 0; 
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  } 

   

  if(x+scalefactor >= xlength){ 

   uNeighbs[2] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[2] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[4] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[4] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[7] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[7] = 0; 

   epsilon = 0; 

  } 

 

  if(y + scalefactor >= ylength){ 

   uNeighbs[5] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[5] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[6] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[6] = 0; 

   uNeighbs[7] = 0; 

   vNeighbs[7] = 0; 

   epsilon = 0; 

  } 

 

  if(x-scalefactor > 0 && y-scalefactor > 0 && x+scalefactor < 

xlength && y+scalefactor < ylength){ 

   uNeighbs[0] = getPixel(x-scalefactor, y-scalefactor); 

   uNeighbs[1] = getPixel(x, y-scalefactor); 

   uNeighbs[2] = getPixel(x+scalefactor, y-scalefactor); 

   uNeighbs[3] = getPixel(x - scalefactor, y); 

   uNeighbs[4] = getPixel(x+scalefactor, y); 

   uNeighbs[5] = getPixel(x-scalefactor, y+scalefactor); 

   uNeighbs[6] = getPixel(x, y+scalefactor); 

   uNeighbs[7] = getPixel(x+scalefactor, y+scalefactor); 

 

   selectWindow("V"); 

   vtmp = getPixel(x,y); 

   

   vNeighbs[0] = getPixel(x-scalefactor, y-scalefactor); 

   vNeighbs[1] = getPixel(x, y-scalefactor); 

   vNeighbs[2] = getPixel(x+scalefactor, y-scalefactor); 

   vNeighbs[3] = getPixel(x - scalefactor, y); 

   vNeighbs[4] = getPixel(x+scalefactor, y); 

   vNeighbs[5] = getPixel(x-scalefactor, y+scalefactor); 

   vNeighbs[6] = getPixel(x, y+scalefactor); 

   vNeighbs[7] = getPixel(x+scalefactor, y+scalefactor); 
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   epsilon = (pixelspermm/(8*scalefactor))*(-1*(uNeighbs[0] 

+ 2*uNeighbs[1] + uNeighbs[2]) + (uNeighbs[7] + 2*uNeighbs[6] + 

uNeighbs[5]) - (vNeighbs[0] + 2*vNeighbs[1] + vNeighbs[2]) + (vNeighbs[7] + 

2*vNeighbs[6] + vNeighbs[5])); 

 

 

  } 

  print ("x: " + x + " y: " + y + " epsilon = " + epsilon); 

  selectWindow("Shear Rate"); 

  setPixel(x/scalefactor,y/scalefactor,epsilon); 

 

 

 } 

} 

 

 

 

selectWindow("U"); 

close(); 

selectWindow("V"); 

close(); 

selectWindow("Shear Rate"); 

getStatistics(area, mean, min, max); 

 

//rescale values from 0 to 255 

//NEED TO ALTER TO REPORT SHEAR MAGNITUDE 

//RIGHT NOW IT SCALES INCLUDING NEGATIVE VALUES 

//ie if abs(min) > max then newmax = abs(min) 

 

newmax = max; 

 

if(abs(min)>max){ 

 newmax = abs(min); 

} 

 

if(maxMag == 0){ 

 maxMag = newmax; 

} 

 

for(p=0; p<xlength/scalefactor; p++){ 

 for(q=0; q<ylength/scalefactor; q++){ 

  selectWindow("Shear Rate"); 

  print("x: " + p + " y: " + q); 
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  temp = getPixel(p,q);  

  setPixel(p,q,abs(temp/maxMag)); 

 } 

} 

 

 

 

run("Size...", "width=" + xlength +" height=" + ylength + " constrain average 

interpolation=Bilinear"); 

//run("Shear LUT"); 

selectWindow("Shear Rate"); 

//run("RGB Color"); 

 

 

newImage("Scale", "32-bit black", 1, 2, 1); 

selectImage("Scale"); 

 

setPixel(0,0,1.0); 

setPixel(0,1,0.0); 

 

run("Size...", "width=50 height=" + ylength + " average interpolation=Bilinear"); 

//run("Shear LUT"); 

run("Canvas Size...", "width=80 height=" + ylength + " position=Center-Left 

zero"); 

setFont("SansSerif", 12, "bold antialiased"); 

setColor("white"); 

 

for(g=0;g<5;g++){ 

 Overlay.drawString("" + round(10* maxMag/(g+1))/10, 55, 20 + (g/5 * 

ylength), 0.0); 

 //Overlay.drawString("0 s^-1", 60, ylength - 30 + g, 0.0); 

} 

 

Overlay.show(); 

updateDisplay(); 

 

 

/*********Point measurements UNCOMMENT TO USE****** 

selectWindow("Shear Rate"); 

makeOval(120, 131, 63, 63); 

run("Measure"); 

makeOval(182, 49, 53, 53); 

run("Measure"); 

makeOval(313, 29, 52, 52); 
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run("Measure"); 

*/ 

 

selectWindow("Scale"); 

//run("RGB Color"); 

run("Flatten"); 

 

selectWindow("Shear Rate"); 

run("Canvas Size...", "width=" + (0+xlength+80) + " height=" + ylength + " 

position=Center-Right zero"); 

run("Add Image...", "image=Scale-1 x=0 y=0 opacity=100"); 

run("Flatten"); 

selectWindow("Shear Rate"); 

close(); 

selectWindow("Scale"); 

close(); 

selectWindow("Scale-1"); 

close(); 

 

selectWindow("Shear Rate-1"); 

run("Canvas Size...", "width=" +(0+xlength+80) +" height=" + (0 + ylength + 25) 

+ " position=Bottom-Center zero"); 

//setTool("text"); 

setFont("SansSerif", 18, " antialiased"); 

setColor("white"); 

Overlay.drawString("s^-1", 5, 20, 0.0); 

Overlay.show(); 

run("Flatten"); 

selectWindow("Shear Rate-1"); 

close(); 

 

 

 

print("Done!!!!"); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




